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Who is this webinar designed for?

Elementary, middle, and

high school educators.

Therapists working in the

school setting. 
Those who work with

children within the school

setting.

Educators Therapists Other
Professionals
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What is the goal of today’s webinar?
To Learn:

Learn what sensory

processing is and how it

impacts learning in the

classroom setting.

Learn why sensory

processing challenges

impact our student's ability

to get through their day

successfully.

Learn how you can take

action to help your students

successfully navigate the

classroom setting. 

Identify the next step you

can take to take your

sensory processing

knowledge inside the

classroom! 

The What The Why The How The Next Step



We will have a Q&A
session at the end! 
If you have a question for us during
the webinar, type and submit your
question(s) in the 'Q&A' box 

(NOT the 'Chat' Box)
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You will need to put in the work! 

Keep learning - never stop searching for new
ideas and strategies!

Consider our full course that we'll introduce to
you at the end!

What
happens
after you
finish this
webinar?

Use the knowledge you've gained to implement
simple strategies into the classroom. 

Use the resources we provide!



Okay!
Let's Dive In!



Licensed in the state of Idaho.

Together, they successfully launched a podcast, several

online courses, and digital content for parents, therapists,

and educators working with children. 

To better understand their sensory systems, integrate

primitive reflexes, and use sensory strategies to lead a

happy, healthy, successful life. 

Both Rachel & Jessica are Certified Occupational
Therapy Assistants.

They have been working with children in
outpatient settings for over 7 years.

Their mission is to empower adults and children.

Who are Rachel
& Jessica?



Let's get a little more personal!



Rachel and Jessica met way back in
2012!

Attended Brown Mackie College to get their
degrees as Occupational Therapy Assistants.

They worked on one or two projects
together throughout the two years but
never became close friends. 

Jessica became pregnant with her son Logan in
2013, and ended up graduating ~6 months after
Rachel.



Rachel started work immediately after
graduation at an incredible sensory
integration clinic - with children! (She
fully anticipated working with adults!) 

When Jessica graduated, Rachel helped her snag
a job at the same clinic! 

Together, they spent 6+ years learning as
much as possible about sensory,
primitive reflexes, and more! 

During this time, Rachel also got hitched! 



In 2017, Rachel saw a gap in sensory products
for her clients. She loved how effective weighted
vests were, but hated how "medical" they all
looked.

So, together with her amazing mom, she created The
Sensory Project! Hand sewing weighted vests that didn't
look like weighted vests. 

In 2018, she launched her own design of
weighted vests and had them manufactured with
a small company in Minnesota.

(In 2021, she sold her vest design to Harkla, who will be
manufacturing them soon!)



In 2018, Rachel and Jessica decided to
start a podcast. 

They were frustrated with the limited knowledge
that they could share in the clinic setting and
wanted an easier way for families to learn. 

Jumping right in, they quickly gained a
loyal following in the podcast world! 

Soon after, they decided they had even more to
offer the world and ... 



They created an online membership
group, called The Sensory Project Club
(aka The Club). 

Here, they were able to connect personally to
parents, therapists, teachers, and more, from all
around the world. They tailored tips, tricks, and
strategies to meet the needs of the Club members! 

Meanwhile, in 2020, Rachel and her
husband expanded their family and had
a little boy!



In late 2020, Harkla approached Rachel and
Jessica with an idea to join forces! 

In early 2021, Rachel and Jessica joined
Harkla and now work with the team to
provide quality products - physical and
digital - around the world!  

And that's what brings
us here today!



Now that you know a
little bit about how we
got here, let's talk about
why we are qualified to
teach you today!



They both hold current licenses as Occupational Therapy Assistants in the

State of Idaho, as well as under the national board of OT licensure. 

In order to maintain their current licensure, they are both required to

obtain a specific number of continuing education credits per year, which

they both do! 

Both Rachel and Jessica hold an associates degree in
Occupational Therapy (OT).

They both have over 7 years working with children and
families in 1-on-1, private clinic treatment settings. 

They have both taken courses on: Sensory Integration
Theory, Sensory Processing, Autism and Learning Disabilities,
Handwriting, Feeding and Oral Motor Skills, Primitive Reflex
Integration, and more!



Let's jump into our topic today
and help you learn more

about sensory processing in
the classroom! 



What is sensory
processing?
And why is it important to understand
for success in the classroom?
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processing
refers to the
way we process
the world
around us.

It allows us to successfully interact with our environment, the
people in our lives, and feelings we have. Messages in our
brain are sent throughout our body to help us recognize how
things look, feel, taste, smell, etc.

Think of those messages in our brain traveling on a long road
throughout our body and imagine a traffic jam of messages.
They aren’t being efficiently transmitted, or they’re getting lost
or stuck or just not making sense to the brain. 

When those messages aren’t being efficiently transferred on
the inside, the outside looks like noises that are too loud to
process therefore ears are covered, movement makes
someone ill, or certain textures create a visceral response,
among other things. 



There are 8
sensory
systems
You are likely familiar
with the main 5, but there
are 3 hidden senses!

Visual Auditory

Tactile
(Touch)

Gustatory
(Taste)

Olfactory 
 (Smell)

Proprioception 

VestibularInteroception
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Sensory
Processing
Disorder
(SPD)

Sensory processing disorder (SPD) is a condition that affects
how your brain processes sensory information (stimuli).

Some individuals have mild challenges with processing the
sensory world, some have significant challenges, and some
have what we call ‘sensory quirks’ that are noticeable, but
the individual can still function.

SPD can affect one sense or multiple senses. Children who
have SPD may overreact to sounds, clothing, and food
textures. Or they may underreact to sensory input. This
causes them to crave more intense thrill-seeking stimuli. Also,
children with SPD are not always just one or the other. They
can be a mixture of over-responsive and under-responsive to
sensory input.

Source: familydoctor.org/condition/sensory-processing-disorder-spd



What about
primitive
reflexes?

At birth, primitive reflexes are present to assist in survival -
most develop in utero. These involuntary movement patterns
are designed to keep the newborn alive and help with
development throughout infancy. 

They are essentially the foundation for higher-level learning
and development.

The kicker here is that these primitive reflexes do not stay
forever; they should integrate - go away - typically around
12 months of age, some closer to two or three years old.
When a primitive reflex integrates, it makes way for new,
more mature movement patterns and higher-level learning to
develop.

Source: harkla.co/pages/primitive-reflexes? 



What happens if
one or more
primitive
reflexes does
not integrate?

Each primitive reflex comes with its own set of movements
and leads to new and different developmental milestones. If
a specific reflex is retained, it may affect a specific area of
development.

A study from 2016 found that “Retained primitive reflexes
can disturb natural development and involve difficulties in
social, educational, and psychomotor development.”

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5778413/

One study from 2019 looked at 21 children in the same pre-
school classroom and found that only one child had no signs
of retained primitive reflexes. 29% of the students scored a 1
or 2 on the scale, while 50% of the students scored a 3 or 4.

data.mendeley.com/datasets/893yxwfcr8/1

Source: harkla.co/pages/primitive-reflexes? 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5778413/
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/893yxwfcr8/1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/893yxwfcr8/1


When we adapt a true sensory lifestyle in the
classroom setting, we’ll see improvements in

everyone, because we are ALL sensory
beings and thrive with sensory rich lifestyles



Let's talk about
sensory breaks in
the classroom



What is a
sensory
break?

A sensory break is a designated amount of time that
provides movement / sensory input in order to
achieve a calm, focused state in order to improve
learning, attention, and overall success. 

A sensory break is also beneficial to decompress
during moments of stress or anxiety, in order to then
return to a specific task that requires attention / focus. 



2 Types of Sensory Breaks

Calming Alerting

Proprioceptive Input
Heavy Work

Deep Pressure

Vestibular Input 
Movement 

Loud, Fast, Bright



Sensory breaks for different ages
Younger students: Older students:
benefit from more sensory breaks
throughout the day. 

may need fewer & shorter sensory
breaks throughout the day.

Preschool and kindergarten aged students
benefit the most from frequent movement /
sensory breaks.

Elementary students should get up and take
a movement / sensory break every 20-30
minutes. 

 

Middle/Jr. and high school students may
only need a movement / sensory break
every 40-50 minutes. 



How to
identify if a
student
needs a
sensory
break:

Excessive fidgeting

Getting up during a focused
classroom task

Making excessive noise

Meltdown

Unable to calm after recess / lunch 

Anxiety during transitions



Let's talk about a
sensory friendly
(inclusive) classroom



What is the goal
of a sensory
friendly
classroom?

The goal of a sensory friendly classroom is to provide all
students access to sensory tools and activities that they can
use in order to facilitate attention, behavior, and learning. 

Additionally, a sensory friendly classroom provides sensory
supports for students who have SPD or other sensory
processing challenges (including those with and without a
diagnosis). 

Remember:
Everyone has a sensory system and can benefit from sensory
strategies to improve focus and behavior in the classroom! 



Start small.
Focus on just a few products or activities at a time.

Include as many sensory systems as you like. 

Add on as you get into the routine. 

Therapy ball

Wiggle seat 

Windmill activity 

Weighted lap pad

Bean bag chair 

Chair push ups

Visual timer

Light dimmer

Disco ball 

01

Vestibular

Proprioception Visual

02 03



Start small.
Focus on just a few products or activities at a time.

Include as many sensory systems as you like. 

Add on as you get into the routine. 

Therapeutic Listening Program 

Noise cancelling headphones 

Metronome 

Chewing gum or sour spray 

Scented markers 

Velcro under the desk 

Deep breathing 

04

Auditory 

Gustatory & Olfactory Tactile & Interoception

05 06



Sensory activities
A variety of product and non-product based
sensory activities to incorporate into the
classroom.



Vestibular These activities are alerting.

Some may be overstimulating, so watch for signs of adverse reactions.

We also recommend always completing a proprioceptive based task
after a vestibular task.

Activities:

Yoga flow movements that include head

position changes 

Jumping jacks

Windmills

Products:

Therapy ball

Sit and Spin

Balance board

https://www.strong-tek.com/products/professional-wooden-balance-board?variant=39449778978895&currency=USD&utm_medium=product_sync&utm_source=google&utm_content=sag_organic&utm_campaign=sag_organic&utm_campaign=gs-2020-05-01&utm_source=google&utm_medium=smart_campaign&gclid=Cj0KCQjwrJOMBhCZARIsAGEd4VGyDVYWHLl21FN3wICxay75GX1xF-zKRJbc9Ro2_5rUukineR741YIaAj_oEALw_wcB


Proprioception These activities are calming.

Activities:
Belly breathing

Chair push ups

Slow animal walks

Products:
Bouncy band under chair

Weighted vest

Body Sock



Visual These activities can be alerting or calming.

Dimming the lights

Infinity loop in the air 

Visualization exercises 

Activities: Products:
Visual timer

Eye mask

Calm down bottle



Auditory These activities can be alerting or calming.

Slow classical music (calming) 

Upbeat music (alerting) 

YouTube app for a free metronome 

Activities: Products:
ABT TLP

App for seeing how noisy it is (Too Loud)

Noise cancelling headphones

https://advancedbrain.com/


Olfactory,
Oral Motor &
Gustatory

These activities can be alerting or calming.

Activities:
Smells outside (leaves, grass, flowers) 

Moving air back and forth between cheeks

Pushing tongue to the roof of the mouth

Products:
Sour spray

Pencil topper chewy

Scented markers



Tactile These activities can be alerting or calming.

Activities:
Rubbing hands together very fast

Rubbing hands on the carpet

Dots and squeezes on hands

Products:
Velcro under the desk

Wire head massager

Sensory bins



Ready to take
the next step?
Psst.. stay tuned till the very end for some
amazing freebies and our Q&A session! 



Now that we've gone over some sensory
strategies for the classroom...

We want to talk
to you about our
full length course,
Improving 
Focus and
Behavior in the
Classroom



We gave you a brief look at some sensory activities

today, but we give you even MORE in the full course!

More Sensory Activities

01

We talk more about behaviors and how to improve

your understanding of sensory vs. behavior. 

Strategies for Behaviors

02

Tons of ideas for classroom inclusion, transition

strategies, different ways to talk to students, and even

ideas for P.E. and other elective classes! 

A Variety of Tips and Tricks

03

This course provides you
with all of the information
you need to create a
sensory friendly
classroom, and more!



Let's take a look
inside the course
and show you
what you get!



Improving
Sensory and
Behavior in the
Classroom
15 Modules

MODULE 1 Introduction 

MODULE 2 Sensory Processing & Primitive Reflex Integration Basics

MODULE 3 Is it Sensory or Behavior?

MODULE 4 Talking to a Sensory Student 101

MODULE 5 Sensory Breaks in the Classroom

MODULE 6 Sensory Friendly Classroom Accommodations

MODULE 7 Sensory Based Activities 

MODULE 8 Building a Sensory Friendly Classroom



Improving
Sensory and
Behavior in the
Classroom
15 Modules

MODULE 9 Managing Transitions

MODULE 10 How to Redirect Students 

MODULE 11 Adapting P.E. & Other Electives for Students With Sensory Challenges

MODULE 12 Sensory Tips and Tricks for the Classroom

BONUS #1 Handouts for Parents

BONUS #2 Case Study

BONUS #3 References and Resources



PRINTABLE DOWNLOADSVIDEO COMMENT FORUM

Each module includes:



Plus, you can go at your own pace!
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you need! Send a question and one
of us will get back to you as soon as
we can!
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discuss everything you're learning!
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instructors!
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We will with you to answer any questions you have and to

discuss everything you're learning!

1 - on - 2 Access! 

Our goal is to make the information easy to digest and to

provide you with tangible steps that you can take

immediately!

We created this course for YOU!

We're like your personal cheerleaders, your accountability

partners, the voices in the back of your head reminding

you that YOU'VE GOT THIS! No matter where you are in

your journey. 

We WANT you to be successful!

We will be your
instructors!



See what current
students are saying

about this course:



As an OT working in the schools, this course is GOLD for
both therapists (OT, SLP, PT) and educators! Rachel and
Jessica provide the WHY behind classroom behaviors
and simple strategies to implement right away! They
simplify complex concepts such as sensory processing

difficulties and primitive reflexes. Since taking the
course, I find myself sharing the resources with
teachers and parents daily. 10/10 recommend!

SHELLY
SCHOOL-BASED OTR/L



I loved the course! So excited for it to
get in the hands of teachers and

other providers who are working
with kids in the classroom. It's going

to be a great resource for them! 
KASSY

DEVELOPMENTAL-BEHAVIORAL
CONSULTANT 



The videos add extra information
above what the slideshow has -

nice! I love the multiple references
to the fact that all of us benefit!

TAMMY 
HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH TEACHER



Who is this course for?

Elementary, middle, and

high school educators.

Teachers

Therapists working in the

school setting. 

Therapists

Those who work with

children within the school

setting.

Administrators

YOU can benefit from this

course and learn inclusive

sensory strategies for the

classroom! 

For YOU!



PLUS!
When you sign up today,
you also get a FREE video
call included in your price!

Once you're finished with the course, you get to
schedule a video call with us (Rachel and

Jessica) to discuss the course - answer specific
question, brainstorm, troubleshoot, etc.!



Why families & therapists love this course

Sensory strategies in the classroom

benefit all students! 

Focus in the classroom

Self-Regulation

Calmer Moods

Social Skills

Improve Success in the
Classroom By Incorporating
Sensory Strategies



Why families & therapists love this course

Sensory strategies in the classroom

benefit all students! 

Focus in the classroom

Self-Regulation

Calmer Moods

Social Skills

Improve Success in the
Classroom By Incorporating
Sensory Strategies

We believe that learning is more

impactful when it’s fun! This course

provides you with the tools to

implement new activities & exercises in

a positive way to engage your students.

Makes Learning Fun!
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We’re not here to diagnose or put a

band-aid on a “problem.” Just straight

forward information as to WHY your

students may be struggling and

engaging, actionable activities that will

help.

Understanding The ‘Why’



Why families & therapists love this course

We’re not here to diagnose or put a

band-aid on a “problem.” Just straight

forward information as to WHY your

students may be struggling and

engaging, actionable activities that will

help.

Understanding The ‘Why’

With video demonstrations and clear

descriptions, we take the guesswork out

of helping you and your students

experience success. We want to make

this as easy as possible for you.

No More Guessing



This course is
valued at $79.99
But today we're giving it to you for $59.99!  
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Are you feeling a
little overwhelmed?

Maybe that you're
not sure if this

course is for you?

Or nervous about
implementing

what you learn?



We've given you a LOT of
information today, so it's totally
understandable if you're feeling
overwhelmed!

Feeling
overwhelmed...

We are going to answer any questions
you have here in just a couple of minutes
during our Q&A session, so we can help
with any concerns you have!



Not sure that this
course is right for you?

Are you frustrated with
behaviors in the classroom?

Are you confused by who can
benefit from individualized
sensory strategies?

Do you struggle with knowing
when and how to implement
sensory activities? If you answered YES to

any of the above, then we
can confidently say that
this course is right for you!



If you're nervous about implementing what
you learn, that's totally normal! That's why
you can comment within the course and we
will personally answer your question or
concern! 

Plus, once you've gone through the course,
you can sign up for a video call with us! This
is the perfect opportunity to brainstorm how
you can implement what you've learned! 

Nervous about implementing
what you learn?

Because you go at your own pace, you can revisit
the course at any time! 

Use the PDF downloads that are included with the
course in your daily routine to help remind you to
implement what you learned! 



You also get the
Harkla Happiness
Guarantee! 
If you go through the course and you're not
satisfied, we guarantee your money back!



Before we answer questions...
we want to provide you with a few freebies.
To say thank you for joining us and to help you and your students get started on your sensory journey! 

Sensory Observations
in the Classroom

Sensory Sticks Activity Building a Sensory Friendly
Classroom Handout



Sensory Observations in the
Classroom

Identify a variety of 'behaviors' or 'sensory'
observations within the classroom. 

Learn what those observations could mean. 



Sensory Sticks Activity

Create a fun, engaging sensory activity for students
in the classroom.

Includes a list of calming and alerting activities.

Simple, easy to implement strategies. 



Building a Sensory Friendly Classroom 

Activity ideas for each sensory system.

Think inclusion for all students!



Questions?!
Type and submit your questions in the 'Q&A' box 

(Not the 'Chat' Box)



When you’re ready to purchase, use the code:
ClassroomWebinar to receive a limited time offer of 25% off!

LINK TO BUY NOW IN 'CHAT'  BOX

Improving Focus & Behavior in the Classroom Digital Course

Get Started Now for $59.99! 



Questions or Concerns?

Disclaimer
While we make every effort to share correct information, we are still learning. We will double check all of our
facts but realize that medicine is a constantly changing science and art. One doctor / therapist may have a
different way of doing things from another. Do not use this webinar as medical advice to treat any medical
condition in either yourself or your children. Consult your child’s pediatrician/ therapist for any medical
issues that he or she may be having. This entire disclaimer also applies to any guests or contributors to the
webinar. Under no circumstances shall Rachel Harrington, Harkla, Jessica Hill, or any guests or contributors,
as well as any employees, associates, or affiliates of Harkla, be responsible for damages arising from use of
the webinar.

Thank you! 

You can reach us at support@harkla.co with any questions or
concerns you have. 


